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The Ancient Paleo Soup Recipes55 million years ago...We existed on earth as primates and ate
leaves, fruits, insects and small animals.2.5 million years ago...Evolution has played its part and
now we stand tall and walk on two...Some of the brightestminds amongst us have discovered
fire and invented stone tools. We now live as Hunters and Gatherers.10,000 years ago...We
have invented 'Agriculture' & 'Animal Husbandry' and our way of life hasdrastically changed. We
have now settled down in small communities and we grow our food in our backyards and rear
our own animals for milk and meat.100 years ago...The Fast Food Revolution is here and it's
here to stay, soon we have started consuming packaged and processed food, which is mass
produced on an industrial scale and is richly infused with chemical preservatives, artificial
sweeteners and saturated fats.45 years ago, in 1970...We figure out that the root of all evil is our
changed food habit and lazy lifestyle.Walter Voegtlin's work shows that, The next big thing of
'Diet' is here, which advocates that we must mimic what our paleolithic ancestors ate, so that we
will be as healthier, leaner and stronger as them. This diet is later popularized as 'Paleo Diet' in
2002 by Loren Cordain.This is the common chronology you are aware of, But, there is a missing
link...India- 5,000 years ago, The Vedic Times...The Ayurvedacharya's and Maharshi's of
ancient India have observed and anticipated the effects of settling down and changed lifestyle
has on the human body. They have designed recipes that make the food we consume more
suitable and easy for human digestion and assimilation. This is the True Paleo Diet.Today...I
bring you the Ancient Ayurvedic Paleo Diet.Discover:: Ayurvedic Paleo Soup RecipesThis book
details a variety of simple ayurvedic Soup recipes that help you achieve Rapid Weight Loss,
Leaner Body and Optimum Health by providing your body a diet which has;# more Proteins#
more Healthy Carbs# more Unsaturated Fats# more Vitamins and Essential Minerals#
Ingredients that put your rate of metabolism in Top GearEverlasting Weight Loss and Optimum
Health is achievable!! just follow the Ayurvedic Paleo Diet.Would You Like To Know More?
Download this book now, for Rapid Weight Loss.Scroll to the top of the page and select the buy
button.P.S - This Book is enrolled in 'KINDLE UNLIMITED',If you are a Kindle Unlimited
Subscriber, Download this book for FREE,and I bet, you will buy it afterwards for your collection
and reference.

About the AuthorDebra Peek-Haynes is an entrepreneur and passionate food connoisseur with
a love for healthy eating. While supporting her husband,Dr. Frederick D. Haynes III, Senior
Pastor of Friendship-West Baptist Church in Dallas, Texas, her focus is to assist those who want
to better their health. She firmly believes that this is critical for Christian Believers who desire to
be of better service to God's Kingdom (Romans 12:2).23 years ago, Debra became interested in
healthy eating when she and her husband had difficulty conceiving a child. Over the years, she



spent a lot of time learning from holistic practitioners, reading books, and creating many recipes.
After transforming to a healthy lifestyle, Debra was able to conceive. This was the beginning of
her journey to understanding better health, embracing a healthier lifestyle, and learning to
change your mindset and bring about positive change to your body.--This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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‘Ayurvedic Paleo Soups’21 Ayurvedic Soup Recipes for Rapid Weight Loss and Optimum
Health byAdvaitContentsAyurvedic Paleo DietFew Paleo MythsThe Ayurveda SecretRecipe
#1Recipe #2Recipe #3Recipe #4Recipe #5Recipe #6Recipe #7Recipe #8Recipe #9Recipe
#10Recipe #11Recipe #12Recipe #13Recipe #14Recipe #15Recipe #16Recipe #17Recipe
#18Recipe #19Recipe #20Recipe #21Thank YouOther books by AdvaitDisclaimer and FTC
Notice Ayurvedic Paleo Diet Since you have grabbed this book, I am assuming that you already
are familiar with Paleo Diet, but to keep in tune with the theme of this book I will have to explain it
to you again, so till then bear with me. I keep all my books absolutely fluff-free and I promise you,
this book will be no different.Paleo Diet or Paleolithic Diet is a diet which mimics or tries to mimic
what our stone-age ancestors ate.The concept behind this is the belief that our stone-age
ancestors were stronger, leaner and healthier than us. They didn’t suffer from modern day
problems like obesity, diabetes, blood-pressure, osteoporosis etc. So if we eat and drink like
them we will be saved from these horrid diseases which are attributed to our changed eating
habits in the past few thousand years.We human beings have inhabited earth for around a
million years all the while continuously evolving. And, for the majority of our time we have been
hunters and gatherers, chiefly surviving on meat (hunted or scavenged) and collected tubers
and wild vegetations.Around 10,000 years ago we settled down, it was the advent of farming
and domestication of animals. So, whenever we required meat we didn’t need to hunt, neither
did we collect tubers after that, as we started growing different crops in our backyards.Here’s
where the problem arose, our 10,000 years of settling down as compared to a million years of
wandering around is like a mere minute in a day of human existence. Hence, our bodies took a
million years to adapt to a wandering life-style but Ten thousand years is not enough time for our
bodies to adapt to our modern eating habits, also all the modern and extensive changes in our
eating habits have taken place in the past 3-4 centuries. Thus the food we eat is causing all the
ill-effects.Sounds convincing and true, but, is it actually possible and practical to follow a pure
Paleo Diet. Here’s some food for your thought…Our stone-age ancestors were nomadic hunters
and gatherers, so they would have eaten anything and everything that they came across and felt
was edible.Think about the meat they would have eaten; it would have consisted of beef (wild
bison and buffalo), bird meat (wild fowl, pheasants etc.), sheep, boar, elk, and deer. Also, a
nomadic hunter isn’t selective, they would have even killed any animals they came across, like
badgers, porcupines, bats, rats, rabbits, squirrels, crocs, sloths… absolutely anything they
encountered.They would have even scavenged on animal corpses hunted by some other
animal. Also, they wouldn’t have wasted any part of the animal. (Studies have shown that they
even consumed the undigested stomach contents of the animals they hunted.)Also, curdled milk
found in the stomach of an infant prey or from the udders of a lactating female would have been
their first introduction to milk and fermented dairy.The animals they hunted would be leaner with
less fat content and fed on wild grass and vegetation.Is it really possible to replicate that type of



meat consumption today, since all the meat we eat today is fed processed fodder, and are
genetically engineered or are injected with steroids for getting a high meat content??Agreed,
that you can get grass-fed, pastor reared or even game meat, but can every one do it on a daily
basis owing to its high price and rarity?? Going back in time…meat would have been a rarity and
as a major part of nutrition they would have consumed edible plants, tubers, roots, fruits and
seeds as they were relatively easy to find and less dangerous to acquire.
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animal. Also, they wouldn’t have wasted any part of the animal. (Studies have shown that they
even consumed the undigested stomach contents of the animals they hunted.)Also, curdled milk
found in the stomach of an infant prey or from the udders of a lactating female would have been
their first introduction to milk and fermented dairy.The animals they hunted would be leaner with
less fat content and fed on wild grass and vegetation.Is it really possible to replicate that type of
meat consumption today, since all the meat we eat today is fed processed fodder, and are
genetically engineered or are injected with steroids for getting a high meat content??Agreed,
that you can get grass-fed, pastor reared or even game meat, but can every one do it on a daily
basis owing to its high price and rarity?? Going back in time…meat would have been a rarity and
as a major part of nutrition they would have consumed edible plants, tubers, roots, fruits and
seeds as they were relatively easy to find and less dangerous to acquire.But don’t you think that
these plants might have evolved with time… plant’s have a very unique defense mechanism,
which evolves gradually. Every plant has some level of toxins in it and whenever a plant is
consumed by an animal, the plant in successive generations exhibits an increased level of toxins
so that it becomes unfit for consumption and is spared.Also, modern day food crops include
grains, lentils, legumes and beans which our stone-age ancestors couldn’t have possibly
consumed on a regular basis and the grains we eat today are seeds of domesticated plants
genetically engineered for high yield. Thus, consuming them would not reflect the type of food
that our stone-age ancestors ate, also our body’s reaction to it would be different and resulting
into many ill effects, thus reinforcing the validity of a Paleo Diet.Is it really possible to replicate
that type of vegetarian diet today?? The straight-forward and true answer is, NO…Yes, you can
have pseudo alternatives like an organic produce also you can give up eating grains, lentils,
legumes and certain nuts, but is it really practical to follow for everyone owing to high prices of
organic food and what about certain nutritional deficiencies that will occur when you give up
eating something?? Shouldn’t you take that into consideration? But Wait…..What if I told you,
that all this effects that our changed food habits will have on our health were anticipated around
5,000 years ago in Vedic times and recipes were created which rendered domesticated meat
and farm produce fit for human consumption…Optimum health through efficient digestion, which
results into less or no toxin production as a by-product of digestion, forms the basis of Ayurveda.
Hence, Ayurveda focuses a lot on enhancing your digestive capabilities and cooking the food in
such a way that it is easily digested and efficiently assimilated.The Ayurveda classics
like;‘Sushruta Samhita’ by Maharshi Sushrut,‘Charaka Samhita’ by Maharshi Charak,‘Yogaratna
Samuchhaya’ by Swami Chandratta,‘Yogaratnavali’ by Gangaadharkrita,‘Yogasaara’ by Swami
Daksh,‘Yogasata’ by Swami Vararuchi have spoken extensively on the same.Also when
European traders brought new world plants and vegetables to the Indian sub-continent around
the 15th century, effects of those on health when consumed were studied extensively by Trimalla
Bhatta who compiled a very well known collection of Ayurvedic Recipes in his classic
‘Yogatarangini’.[The prefix ‘Yoga-’ used in the names of these Ayurveda classics should not be
misunderstood with the word yoga as in physical yoga exercises, rather ‘Yoga’ here means ‘A



Collection’.] Few Paleo Myths Here’s why Ayurvedic Diet is a Practical Paleo Diet…To imbibe
the importance of an Ayurvedic Diet, let’s first bust some popular Paleo Myths. Myth #1‘Paleo is
all about avoiding any and all types of grains and legumes’As I have said before, our ancestors
would have eaten everything they came across, which would have included grains, legumes,
nuts and seeds.But, there is a hint of truth to it…Majority of grains and legumes which are
prevalent contain ‘Phytic Acid’, a toxin, which is harmful to us when consumed regularly and in
large quantities.So eating grains and legumes in large quantities in their natural state is harmful,
but the phytic acid aspect is rendered harmless when;#1 The skin of the grains and legumes are
removed#2 The grains and legumes are soaked#3 The grains and Legumes are Sprouted#4
The by-product (flour) of grains and legumes are fermented #5 When the grains and legumes
are cooked thoroughlyAn Ayurvedic Diet takes care of this aspect; all the grains and legumes
used in the recipes are processed in such a way that the phytic acid effect is negated. Myth
#2‘Paleo Diet is about avoiding dairy at any cost’The first food we consume after being born is
milk, and we continue consuming it for the initial 4-5 months before our digestive system
becomes capable of handling more complex and wholesome food materials.A Lactating female
produces milk for her infant (an infant who has a weak and undeveloped digestive system) so, in
nature milk is an extremely nutritive biological product that is designed for an infant who is
incapable of digesting any other whole food product.So, consumption of dairy has to be
subjective.If your body responds to it in a good way, embrace it, nothing else is more
nourishing.If your body rejects milk, avoid it.[Side note 1:Ayurveda regards milk very highly and
considers it to be very healthy, but as long as it does not become sour after going into the
stomach.To avoid the milk we drink from going sour in our stomach, Ayurveda has a neat trick
–‘Take your milk with a little Honey and a grain of Salt.’] 
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Zo Nicholas, “Five Stars. Simple and healthy.”

The book by Advait has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 4 people have provided feedback.
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